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OpenMP	4.5	&	beyond:	
Validation	&	Verification	Testsuite	project	

• Evaluating	functionality	of	the	target	offload	across	compilers	&	
architectures	

• Going	forward:	will	cover	the	rest	of	the	spec
• Part	of	the	ECP	SOLLVE	Project
• In	collaboration	with	ORNL,	Argonne,	Brookhaven,	LLNL,	LLVM,	Cray,	
GCC

• Currently	working	closely	with	the	LLVM	Community	
• Keen	to	work	more	closely	with	the	OpenMP org.	to	make	a	larger	
impact	

• Mail	any	of	us	for	access	to	https://bitbucket.org/crpl_cisc/sollve_vv

CONTACT	ORNL:	Oscar	Hernandez	(oscar@ornl.gov),	Swaroop Pophale (pophaless@ornl.gov)		
UDEL:	Sunita	Chandrasekaran	(schandra@udel.edu),	Jose	Diaz	(josem@udel.edu)



Testsuite Project	Workflow



OpenMP	4.5	&	beyond:	
Validation	&	Verification	Testsuite	project	

• Focusing heavily on Target offloading
model

• Creating functional and unit tests
• Target platforms include ORNL’s TITAN

and SummitDev (representative exascale
systems)

• Collaboration with ECP application
developers to create representative
scientific use cases

CONTACT	ORNL:	Oscar	Hernandez	(oscar@ornl.gov),	Swaroop Pophale (pophaless@ornl.gov)		
UDEL:	Sunita	Chandrasekaran	(schandra@udel.edu),	Jose	Diaz	(josem@udel.edu)

Host Devices



Target	offloading

#pragma omp target map(tofrom: myVar) if(myCondition) device(2)
{

myVar ++;
}

Device code 
generation

Data movement
Conditional exec on device

Runtime device 
selection

• Host centric execution of code: Offloading directives provides the compiler with
hints to create device executable code, as well as inline all the necessary calls for
device initialization, code execution and data movement between host and
device.

• OpenMP frees the programmer from bookkeeping data allocation and movement,
as well as separate compilation of code for host and device.

• OpenMP 4.5 in particular provides more control to the programmer to handle data
movement between host and device.



Current	Status	

• Implemented 20+ V&V test cases for structured data map directives and runtime
library calls.

•Committed patches to the LLVM compiler community on the V&V and a
collaboration was established with the University of Delaware, ANL, BNL and LLNL.

•Created wiki pages which detail how to use the V&V repository and how to use
llvm-lit infrastructure of LLVM to run the tests.

• Increased the range of different compilers to test the suite (IBM XL compilers,
LLVM, GCC, Cray )

•Discussed with the OpenMP ARB's examples committee how to interact with the
V&V.



Directives,	clauses	and	test	cases



Offloading	to	multiple	devices

• Distributes	each	row	of	a	matrix	to	exactly	one	
of	the	available	devices
•Line	8	– without	the	map	clause	
map(from:h_matrix[dev*N:N])	the	test	was	
reporting	success

•But	at	runtime,	the	entire	h_matrix was	
implicitly	copied	to	each	one	of	the	devices.	

•Each	device	had	a	copy	of	the	h_matrix array	
instead	of	only	a	portion	of	the	array	(a	row)	
per	device

•Line	8	– added	h_matrix array	present	implicitly	
in	a	target	region	is	not	larger	than	the	original	
size	already	mapped	in	the	outer	region	by	the	
target	data	construct	in	line	7

•It	is	important	to	clarify	that	the	additional	
map(from:	h_matrix[dev	∗N:N])	will	not	perform	
the	data	movement	operation	since	the	
h_matrix array	was	already	mapped	in	the	outer	
target	data	region.	
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on bitbucket for easy collaboration and when it is su�ciently ma-
ture we plan to open it to the OpenMP community. The framework
is geared to be stand-alone, with options to compile for di�erent
OpenMP implementations.

Figure 1 represents the development cycle of a test-case. There
are three possible positive outcomes of the process we have adopted.
Either a test passes through all the checks and makes it to the vali-
dation suite, uncovers a bug in the vendor implementation of the
OpenMP 4.5 standard, or highlights a contentious concept or text
that is easy to misinterpret and brings it to the attention of the
OpenMP community and speci�cation developers. All tests are
written agnostic to where they are executed (host vs. target). After
a test executes the output indicates if the test passed or failed and
where it was executed (host or target). We do this to facilitate ex-
ecution of tests in situations where the host is also con�gured to
be the target or no device is available at execution time where the
computation could be o�oaded. In the future, we hope to provide
MODES of execution that can be set by a user to execute for a spe-
ci�c con�guration from those discussed above. Setting modes will
disable certain tests that are irrelevant to the current con�guration.

4 TEST CASES
In this section we present few of the interesting test cases we
developed and derived from applications. These demonstrate the
di�erent ways in which this test suite addresses the objectives listed
in Section 1.

4.1 O�loading to multiple devices
Code 1 tests the o�oading of computation to di�erent devices. This
code distributes each row of a matrix to exactly one of the available
devices. To perform this, we use a loop that iterates through the
number of devices (lines 5-14), where each iteration performs data
movement and computation in a speci�c device. First, the target
data region maps a portion of the matrix to the device denoted
by the value of dev (line 6). Then, the target region performs the
computation on the device passed to the clause device (line 8).

1 i n t t e s t _map_dev i c e ( ) {
2 i n t num_dev = omp_get_num_devices ( ) , sum [ num_dev ] , e r r o r s = 0 ;
3 i n t ∗ h_matr ix = ( i n t ∗ ) ma l l o c ( num_dev ∗N∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ;
4
5 f o r ( i n t dev = 0 ; dev < num_dev ; ++dev ) {
6 # pragma omp t a r g e t da t a map ( from : h_matr ix [ dev ∗N:N] ) d e v i c e ( dev )
7 {
8 # pragma omp t a r g e t map ( from : h_matr ix [ dev ∗N:N] ) d e v i c e ( dev )
9 {
10 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < N ; ++ i )
11 h_matr ix [ dev ∗N + i ] = dev ;
12 } / / end t a r g e t
13 } / / end t a r g e t da t a
14 }
15
16 / / check ing r e s u l t s
17 e r r o r s = 0 ;
18 f o r ( i n t dev = 0 ; dev < num_dev ; ++dev ) {
19 sum[ dev ] = h_matr ix [ dev ∗N + 0 ] ;
20 f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i < N ; ++ i )
21 sum[ dev ] += h_matr ix [ dev ∗N + i ] ;
22 e r r o r s | = ( dev ∗ N != sum[ dev ] ) ;
23 }
24
25 r e t u r n e r r o r s ;
26 }

Code 1: O�loading computation to multiple devices

Our �rst attempt de�ned the target region (line 8) without the
map clause for mapping the h_matrix array (i.e. #pragma omp
target device (dev)). Without the map clause map(from: h_matrix[
dev∗N:N]), the test was reporting success but at runtime the entire
h_matrix was implicitly copied to each one of the devices. This is
clearly a problem, as each device had a copy of the h_matrix array
instead of just a portion of the array (a row) per device.

To address this, we added to line 8 the clausemap(from: h_matrix
[dev∗N:N]) such that the h_matrix array present implicitly in a
target region is not larger than the original size already mapped
in the outer region by the target data construct in line 7. It is
important to clarify that the additional map(from: h_matrix[dev
∗N:N]) will not perform the data movement operation since the
h_matrix array was already mapped in the outer target data

region.

4.2 Handling dependencies
The speci�cation de�nes a task as any speci�c instance of exe-
cutable code and its data environment which was generated when a
thread encountered a task, taskloop, parallel, target, or teams
construct [15]. Tasking constructs are important since they allow
a programmer to orchestrate the parallelism of an application by
expressing dependencies between its tasks.

Code 2 shows a task graph composed of host and target tasks
that have dependencies between each other. The resulting task
graph is shown in Figure 2. First, the tasks de�ned in lines 6 and
10 are two host tasks that initialize the input data and de�ne their
results as an output data dependency using the clause depend(out
: variable ). Then, an operation of data movement from the host
to the device is performed using the asynchronous target enter

data unstructured region de�ned in line 14. The asynchronous
behavior is speci�ed using the nowait clause. In addition, line
17 speci�es that the target task has input dependencies for the
variables in_1 and in_2 (i.e. depend(in: in_1) and depend(in: in_2
)). Finally, line 16 speci�es that this target task generates array
h_array as an output dependency (i.e. depend(out: h_array)).

Line 19 de�nes an asynchronous target region that performs
the computation on the device. This target region de�nes an in-
put/output dependency for the h_array variable using the depend(
inout: h_array). In terms of the input dependency, this means that
the target region will wait until the task de�ned in line 14 is com-
pleted before starting its execution. It also means that the resulting
h_array is an output dependency of this task. Similarly, the nowait
clause speci�es that the region will be executed asynchronously.

Line 23 speci�es a data movement operation from the device
to the host using an asynchronous target exit data construct.
We specify an input dependency using the depend(inout: h_array).
This will ensure that the data is only moved once the computation
is done on the device. Also, as an output dependency, this means
that the host task in line 26 will not start until the data movement
is completed.

Finally, we use the omp taskwait construct to signal the runtime
that execution of the programmust wait until all the tasks generated
before this point are done.
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RESULTS (so far) 



Next	Steps

– Extract	more	test	cases	from	applications	use-cases	
to	complement	the	ones	written

– Identify	performance-critical	kernels	from	
application

– Coordinate	V&V	work	with	the	LLVM	community	–
develop	a	schedule	for	the	next	batch	of	testcases

– V&V	release	for	SC’17



Thank	you	!!

•Visit	UDEL	Booth	#1043	to	
check	out	a	poster	on	this	topic	
for	more	updates	
•Visit	DOE	Booth	#613	on	Wed	
5pm	for	a	demo	on	V&V

OpenMP 4.5	Validation	&	Verification	Suite	for	
Offloading	Features

UDEL:	Sergio	Pino (sergiop@udel.edu),	Jose	Monsalve (josem@udel.edu)	,	Sunita	Chandrasekaran	(schandra@udel.edu)

ORNL:	Swaroop Pophale (pophaless@ornl.gov),	Oscar	Hernandez (oscar@ornl.gov),	David	Berndholt (bernholdtde@ornl.gov)

ANL:	Hal	Finkel (hfinkel@anl.gov)

• Building Validation and Verification Suite focusing on the
offloading features of OpenMP 4.5 and beyond

• Creating functional and unit tests
• Collaboration with ECP application developers to create

representative scientific use cases
• Project in collaboration with OpenMP community, Oak

Ridge National Lab (ORNL), Argonne National Lab (ANL),
University of Delaware (UDEL), IBM, LLVM, Cray, GCC

• Project uncovers compiler and runtime implementation
bugs and ambiguities in the OpenMP 4.5 specification

• Compilers that this project use for evaluation include
Clang/LLVM, GNU GCC, IBM XL, Cray CCE

• Target platforms include ORNL’s TITAN and SummitDev
(representative exascale system)

• Project is open for collaboration
• Feedback and suggestions from the HPC community is

welcome - Contact any of the authors

Abstract Methodology

Analyze	OpenMP 4.5	
offload	directive	OR	
ECP	Application

Formulate	test
Discuss	validity	and	

adherence	to	
specification

NO

YES

Test	with	available	
implementations

Test	
passes?

Open	for	community	
review

NO

YES

File	Bug	report	with	
vendor	

Add	to	the	V&V	suite

Test	
accepted?

YES

Specification	
issue

Implementation	
BugBring	to	OpenMP

Specification	discussion

NO

Why?

Test	
valid?

There are three possible positive outcomes of the process we have adopted. Either a test
passes through all the checks and makes it to the validation suite, uncovers a bug in the
vendor implementation of the OpenMP 4.5 standard, or highlights a contentious concept or
text that is easy to misinterpret and brings it to the attention of the OpenMP community and
specification developers. All tests are written agnostic to where they are executed (host vs.
target). After a test executes the output indicates if the test passed or failed and where it was
executed (host or target).

OpenMP offloading Simple	Test	Cases

Host Devices

Host centric execution of code: Offloading directives provides the compiler with
hints to create device executable code, as well as inline all the necessary calls for
device initialization, code execution and data movement between host and device.
OpenMP frees the programmer from bookkeeping data allocation and movement,
as well as separate compilation of code for host and device.
OpenMP 4.5 in particular provides more control to the programmer to handle data
movement between host and device.

#pragma omp target	map(tofrom:	myVar)	if(myCondition)	device(2)
{
myVar ++;

}

Device	code	generation

Data	movement

Conditional	exec	on	device

Runtime	device	selection

Offloading Multiple devices:
Distribute each row of a matrix to one of the
available devices(lines 5-14). Each iteration
performs data movement and computation in a
different device. Target data region maps a portion
of the matrix to each device(line 6). Computation is
performed on the target region (line 8).

Mapping static attribute of a class:
The unique value of the stativ VAR is mapped
inside the method of a class with a target region
and the map clause (lines 6-9). An OpenMP 4.5
capable compiler should capture the static variable
(VAR) and map it to and from the device.

Task dependencies:
Task graph composed of host and
target tasks that have in and out
dependencies between each other.
Asynchronous behavior is specified
using the nowait clause. Data map
tasks are separated from
computation tasks.

Complex	Test	Cases Current	Snapshot
Our intention is to develop a test suite for the entire OpenMP 4.5
specification. We divide our tests by directives. These tests have gone
through the methodology described previously. Some of them have result
in different bug reports.
Following is a snapshot of the current suite
• Tested using 4 different compilers: Clang, IBM XL, GCC and Cray CCE.
• Target platforms:

• Titan Cray XK7: AMD Opteron x64 + Nvidia K20X
• SummitDev: IBM Power8 + NVIDIA TESLA P100

Deep Copy of Classes:
This code came from analyzing a full scale ECP application. It
uses the declare target directive (line 4 to 36) to ensures that
procedures and global variables can be executed and data can
be accessed on the device. When the C++ methods are
encountered, device-specific versions of the routines are
created that can be called from a target region.
Deep copy is performed through the use of target enter data
(lines 43 and 44) by first mapping the class and then the
individual class members. Computation is performed on the
device (line 46). After computation is over, the data is copy
back to the host (line 52).

Mapping Linked list to device:
The map_ll function (line 5) uses target enter data directive to
first map the head of the linked list, and then map the pointer
to the next link using array dereferencing syntax. The
unmap_ll (line 19) function explicitly copies the data using
map-type from with target exit data map.


